The story of Mopar®, begun nearly 80 years ago with a focus on motor parts and the introduction of a simple can of antifreeze, has grown into so much more. Today, as the official service, parts and customer care provider for FCA brand vehicles, we walk alongside you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That’s why we offer authentic parts and accessories designed by the same engineers that created your vehicle to make it truly yours. It’s why our team is full of expert retailer technicians who know your make and model best, armed with leading-edge diagnostic technology to keep your car healthy. And it’s why we’ve created unique services like Express Lane Service and Mopar Vehicle Protection® plans to offer convenience and peace of mind. In short, we are not only here to service cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs—we are here to service people’s lives. It’s this commitment that fuels who we are. It’s our promise to you that you can count on Mopar® for life.
ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Designed to be a valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Kit includes safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, five-inch and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves. [82210001]

MOULDED CARGO TRAY. (1) This moulded, custom-fit cargo tray helps protect your vehicle’s cargo area from the elements. Dirt, grease and grime come out easily for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, sold. Some mats feature the Journey logo badge. [82210002]

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These durable, substantial carpet mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle’s carpeting and enhance its overall appearance. The mats are custom-fitted for a precise fit, constructed with a non-skid backing and premounted hooks to help keep them firmly in place, and are easily removed for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of four, sold. Some mats feature the Journey logo badge. [82210003]

Bright Pedal Kit. Stainless steel pedal covers add bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provide plenty of positive traction. No drilling required. [82210243AB]

ALL-WEATHER MATS. These molded, custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to trap water, snow and mud, protecting your vehicle’s carpeting from the elements. Mats are sold as a set of four. Also available in Grey. [82210505AB - Grey]

CARGO TOTE. (1) This portable, collapsible tote helps organize your on-the-road gear. Tote features convenient carry handles, a skid-resistant bottom to help keep it firmly in place, snap-in dividers for modular storage and the Dodge Brand logo. [82208567AB]
A. CHROME BODYSIDE MOULDINGS. Strong and stylish, these bodyside mouldings help protect your vehicle’s paint from the opening doors of vehicles in the next parking spot. [82211390]

B. CHROME FUEL FILLER DOOR. A bright complement to any body colour. Replaces existing fuel filler door. Features easy no-drill installation and smooth,海湾操作。[82211432]

C. DELUXE MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Designed to help protect the rear lower bodyline panels from damage caused by gravel, salt, and road debris, these splash guards are moulded to the contours of your vehicle for a perfect fit. Rear guards feature the Dodge Brand logo and are sold as a set of two. [82210996AB - Front | 82212865 - Rear]

D. HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. Hitch-Mount Bike Carrier comes in Two-Bike and Four-Bike styles (both fit two-inch receivers). Each style folds down to allow your vehicle’s liftgate to open without having to remove bikes. Carrier features carrying clamps and security cable. [THVE9028AB]

E. HITCH RECEIVER. Receiver increases towing capacity to up to 816 kg (1,800 lb) with weight-distributing equipment. The Hitch Ball, Ball Mount and Wiring Harness are sold separately. [82213547]

F. CHROME MIRROR COVERS. Reflect your personal style with these bright Chrome covers. Designed for fast, easy installation. [82212042]

G. 19-INCH CHROME-CLAD WHEEL. Our premium six-spoke chrome wheel is machined to match your vehicle’s exact specifications for a smooth and balanced ride. [82211200]

H. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel guards enhance the appearance of your Journey while protecting all door sills from scratches. The front sills are laser-etched with the Dodge Brand logo. Sold as a set of two. [82213523]

Not all part numbers shown. Part numbers vary by model. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

- Properly secure all cargo. (1)
- Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may exceed limits not supplied by Mopar.
ROOF TOP CARGO BAG. (1) This heavy-duty, weatherproof nylon carrier secures to the Removable Roof Rack Kit(2) or Sport Utility Bars(2) with four strong adjustable tie-down straps. Carrier is easy to mount, easy to remove and available in two sizes.

\[82207198 - 11 cu ft | TCINT869 - 17 cu ft\]

ROOF TOP CARGO BOX. (1) Increase the cargo capacity of your Journey to keep up with your active lifestyle. Carrier mounts to the Removable Roof Rack Kit(2) or Sport Utility Bars(2).

\[TCBOX624 - Small | TCBOX614 - Medium | TCBOX625 - Large\]

ROOF TOP CARGO BASKET. (1) Basket adds valuable cargo space, features a Front Air Deflector and locks to the Removable Roof Rack Kit(2) or Sport Utility Bars(2).

\[TC690MO A\]

CARGO BASKET NET (1)(2) securely holds cargo.

\[82209422A B\]

ROOF-MOUNT CANOE CARRIER. (1) This fully adjustable carrier with latching nylon straps holds one canoe and easily mounts to the Removable Roof Rack Kit(2) or Sport Utility Bars(2).

\[TCCAN819\]

ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER. (1) This carrier conveniently holds up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards, or a combination of the two. Carrier opens from either side and features corrosion-resistant lock covers. Carrier mounts to the Removable Roof Rack Kit(2) or Sport Utility Bars(2).

\[TCS92725\]

SPORT UTILITY BARS. These premium, corrosion-resistant load bars attach to your vehicle's side rails and provide an exceptionally quiet ride and superior carrying performance. For vehicles not equipped with side rails, a Removable Roof Rack Kit(2) is available.

\[82212509\]

REMOVABLE ROOF RACK KIT. (1) For vehicles not equipped with standard side rails, this Removable Roof Rack Kit expands your cargo-carrying capacity. Attach and detach in a flash. Compatible with all Mopar® sport and cargo carriers.

\[82211460\]

ROOF-MOUNT SURF AND PADDLE BOARD CARRIER. (1) Carrier featuring universal roof rack compatibility lets you catch the waves, no matter your ride. Accommodates up to two surf or paddle boards, or a combination of the two, and features cushioned, weather-resistant padding.

\[TCSUP811\]

ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. (1) Roof-Mount Bike Carrier comes in two styles. The Fork-Mount style carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel. The Upright style carries one bike either by the frame and rear wheel or both wheels locked. Carrier mounts to the Removable Roof Rack Kit(2) or Sport Utility Bars(2).

\[TCFMK526 - Fork | TCOES599 - Upright\]

HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. (2) Hitch-Mount Bike Carrier comes in Two-Bike and Four-Bike styles that fit two-inch receivers. Each style folds down to allow your vehicle's liftgate to open without having to remove bikes. Carrier features carrying clamps and security cable.

\[THVE9028\]

Not all part numbers shown. Part numbers vary by model. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application. (1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Sold separately.
TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

FOG LIGHTS. (5) Stylish lights help undercut inclement weather and minimize glare. Lights are integrated into the fascia openings and feature production lights and switches. 82212789AB - with automatic headlights | 82212736 - without automatic headlights.

REAR BACK-UP CAMERA. (6) This system displays an accurate visual reference through your Uconnect® screen of what is behind your vehicle when driving in Reverse. It includes on-screen static guidelines to help orientate your vehicle backing up. 82212553.

FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Deflect road debris, dirt and insects away from your vehicle’s hood and windshield with this easily installed accessory. The wraparound style creates an air stream to help direct debris up and away without adversely affecting wiper or washer operation. 82210993AB.

KICKER® SOUND SYSTEMS. KICKER® is the world’s premier high-performance car audio manufacturer. KICKER® speakers and upgrade packages have been designed specifically for your Journey, so you get automotive sound the way it was intended. And best of all, KICKER® parts install easily: bolt them in and then plug in. No cutting or soldering is required. 82210915AI.

DVD REAR-SEAT VIDEO. This integrated CD/DVD system has a 10-inch LCD wide-screen that provides a full view from all second- and third-row seats. Includes auxiliary inputs for a video camera, CD player and popular video game units, plus two wireless headphones and an infrared remote. The system also features a mobile TV tuner, SD card slot and USB port for enhanced entertainment versatility. 82213978AB.

WIRELESS CHARGING PAD. Leave your cords behind and slip into the future. Just equip your smartphone with the cover that integrates wire-free charging technology and the green light lets you know it’s charging. Professionally installed and within reach, charging becomes second nature every time you drive your car. 82213978AB.

Not all parts numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

DRIVING WHILE DISTRACTED CAN RESULT IN SEVERE INJURY OR DEATH. ONLY USE PORTABLE PHONES AND OTHER DEVICES, EVEN WITH VOICE COMMANDS, WHEN IT IS SAFELY TO DO SO. VOICE COMMANDS OF PHONE REQUIRE A BLUETOOTH® COMPATIBLE PHONE. DRIVING WHILE DISTRACTED CAN RESULT IN SEVERE INJURY OR DEATH. ONLY USE PORTABLE PHONES AND OTHER DEVICES, EVEN WITH VOICE COMMANDS, WHEN IT IS SAFELY TO DO SO. VOICE COMMANDS OF PHONE REQUIRE A BLUETOOTH® COMPATIBLE PHONE. 82213152.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES: Chrome Exhaust Tip, Locking Gas Cap, Premium Interior Caps, Products, Trailer Tow Adapter for Electronic Trailer Brake Controller, Training Accessories, Wheel Lock Kit.

ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS). It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar® EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only tracks 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade packages include Emergency Service Dispatch, Parental Controls, Security Fence, Arrival/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Remote Start, TOWING, Video and/or Theft Recovery. Features such as real-time speed and distance parameters with text alerts, extended edition tracking and full concierge service are also offered. 82213762AC.

REMOTE START. Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from the comfort of your couch. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. 82214050.

ADDITIONAL PART NUMBERS SHOWN TO THE RIGHT OF THEIR DESCRIPTION. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE IN THE PRODUCT SPECIFICATION GUIDE. 82214050.

TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP